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Scalability on demand 
During peak times, Global Radio can use intuitive 
management tools available with Ubuntu to scale  
up its web environment and deliver a consistently  
excellent user experience. 

“Using great open-source tools such as Puppet,  
Ubuntu’s configuration management tool, we can spin  
up new virtual or physical servers in seconds,” says 
Wadding. “Puppet allows us to adapt our environment 
extremely fast to meet changing end-user demands, and 
provide a great user experience at even the busiest times.  
We held a spectacular event in the summer, the Capital FM 
Summertime Ball.  We packed over 75,000 people into one 
of the country’s largest stadiums to watch some of the 
worlds biggest stars perform.  We had unprecedented 
coverage of the event on air and on the websites.  People 
went home to view the photos and videos, or to link to 
them via the social networks.  We were able to seamlessly 
scale the infrastructure very quickly to deal with the 
enormous volume of hits to our websites.”

Great support from the Ubuntu community 
Global Radio can get all the support it needs for its new 
web environment from the worldwide Ubuntu community. 
“Often, people buy commercial software licences so they 
have someone to shout at when things go wrong,” says 
Wadding. “That’s completely unnecessary for us, with all 
the help and support we need freely available from other 
Ubuntu developers and users.”

The most dynamic, up-to-date Linux OS 
Ubuntu offers constant improvements based on a  
twice-yearly release cycle. “Some Debian distros and  
other Linux OSs are so strict about change that they  
seem to get behind the times in terms of drivers and  
other functionality,” says Wadding. “By contrast,  
Canonical and the Ubuntu community are constantly 
pushing the boundaries of innovation to deliver an  
OS that is dynamic, current and able to support our  
changing technology and business needs.”

Results

Simpler, more cost-effective site management 
The new, centralised, Ubuntu environment is much easier 
and more cost effective to manage than Global Radio’s 
previous, disparate web infrastructure. 

“We had different websites running on different 
technologies and servers all over the place, which pushed 
up management and support costs,” says Wadding. “By 
implementing a centralised environment based on Ubuntu, 
we have simplified management, maintenance and 
support, which has helped us reduce our operating costs 
significantly.  We also employ Nagios to provide us with 
enterprise monitoring across our various network locations 
and data centres.”

A consistently excellent experience for site visitors 
The previous infrastructure made it difficult to serve 
customers with up-to-the-minute content across different 
Global Radio sites. By contrast, the Ubuntu infrastructure 
simplifies the process, giving site visitors exactly what they 
want, when they want it.

“Our editors can now build and deliver content quickly to 
the right sites at the right time,” says Wadding. “Instead of 
technology being a limiting factor for our online 
operations, it’s now an enabler and a differentiator for our 
business; helping us deliver the best, most relevant, most 
current content for our listeners online.”

A highly stable web environment 
Ubuntu is a highly stable operating system that ensures 
continuity for Global Radio’s critical web infrastructure. 
“We use the long-term support (LTS) version of Ubuntu, 
which gives us peace of mind that our environment will be 
stable and fully supported with in the life time of the 
hardware,” says Wadding. “When that time is up, we’ll be 
able to migrate to the next LTS version with no pain and no 
risk of downtime or disruption to our critical, customer-
facing services. It will just be business as usual.”


